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eotectonics amend the river base and causes landscape erosion. This study explores the 
DEM based differentiation of neo tectonics  in the northern regions of Pakistan. This 
method involves vertical and non-linear dissection base on digital evaluation method. This 

study uses Gliding Box Technique (GBM and GBT) and Box Counting method to evaluate 
Lacunarity (LA), Succolarity (SA) or 3-Fractals, and Fractal Dimensions (FD). 3-fractals are an 
attribute used for the recognition of spatial patterns, specifically to compute and differentiate 
natural textures including natural patterns. This study also investigates vertical dissection using 
DEM SRTM having spatial resolution of 90m. DEM SRTM measures surface area, plane area as 
well as the surface ratio. The vertical areas are investigated to make dissection maps and to identify 
the affects of neotectonics on the roughness of surface. Low value of surface roughness indicates 
flattened drainage basins and inclination of slope. The Raikot Fault shows higher values of surface 
roughness towards NE- SW. The surface roughness  is mapped to recognize relative uplifts, uneven 
regions, depressions and pits. Analysis through non-linear method identifies the regions affected 
by neotectonics activity. Tectonics activity causes deformation and instability in drainage networks.  
Keywords: surface roughness, Gliding Box Technique, Fractal Dimension, SRTM DEM, 
Succolarity.  
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Introduction  
The current topography of Gilgit-Baltistan is a consequence of continuous climatic changes 

and tectonic activity. Digital evaluation model is used to analyze spatial distribution patterns of 
drainage network. This study deals with the fractal analyses of drainage networks. The fractals are 
self-identical complex objects which can be reduced to small size parts identical to the whole [1]. 
In nature, fractals occur in form of branches of trees, patterns of drainage network, river system 
and human circulatory system. The developing patterns of fractals can be explained through 
physical and geological activity. The fractal dimension analysis  has wide applications in the field of 
forestry, food research, landscape ecology, tectonic geomorphology and information technology 
[2]. Figure 1 and 2. Shows the regional tectonics and self similar fractal objects respectively. 

 
Figure.1 Regional tectonic map showing location of Gilgit Baltistan region 

The main objective behind these methods is to recognize instability and variations in natural 
spatial patterns. Geomorphologically, asymmetrical, linear and spatial drainage patterns show the 
instabilities caused by geological processes. Active deformations of surface can be studied by 
examining the stream patterns. The deformation due to tectonic activity adjusts the spatial drainage 
patterns into linear configuration [3].  

Lacunarity is a method used to represent the stream network in form of text u re. This 
method accurately differentiates patterns having corresponding values of fractal dimension. The 
LA monitors varying self-identical conduct of fractals and its low value indicates low activity [4]. 
The Secularity monitors the instabilities of spatial drainage patterns. Secularity method monitors 
the black and white imagery perpendicularly and prospectively to monitor the infiltration capability 
[5]. The succolarity method determines the common rotator method of spatial drainage pattens. Its 
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high value indicates highly deformed regions. The objective of this paper is to identify and interpret 
data of natural drainage networks [6].  

 
Figure 2: Examples of self similar natural factal objects. 

Data and method 
SRTM with 90m resolution was used to extract drainage patterns using black and white 

imagery. Neotectonics strongly impact surface deformation and development of landscape due to 
which streams display strained and linear pattern [7]. Fractal box counting technique was used in 
this research to display complex drainage patterns. But the fractal dimension is important to display 
interpretation of spatial patterns. Thus, to interpret drainage networks SA and LA methods are 
utilized [8].  
Fractal Dimension and Box Counting Method  

Fractal objects are uniform and unvarying  entities. The fractal entities are self identical and 
homogenous objects used for determination of geomorphic indices [9]. The drainage network 
displays fractal like homogenous properties. Fractal dimensions determine the segmentation and 
deviation extent of spatial drainage patterns. This study determines the fractal dimension of Hunza, 
Indus and Gilgit River and computes drainage network for Gilgit-Baltistan [10]. Fractal dimensions 
can be computed using Box Counting method using binary pictures of variable sizes that adds up 
the total drainage pixels lying in a box. The square size “s” and the number of pertinent boxes 
“N(s)”are summed in a grid. Equation  1 shows the computation of FD:Equation.1 

 
The total number of boxes is given by N(s) and “s” represents the size of the box side 

(Figure 3). The FD is represented by the slope regression of the natural log (ln) graph of total 
number of boxes and 1/s. The ramp color was used in FD spatial distribution  map to recognize 
low value of FD. Generally, fractal values of spatial distribution patterns display linear images of 
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spatial distribution pattern. Figure 3. Shows the value of FD up to 1 displays high linearization of 
stream networks. 
Lacunarity and Gliding Box Technique (GBT)  

The lacunarity is a method used to investigate varying behavior of fractal objects. The 
lacunarity accurately analyzes the distribution of spatial drainage networks and gaps among entities 
of a network [11]. The lacunarity method can also differentiate the contrary patterns of drainage 
network having similar fractal values [12]. The Gliding Box Technique (GBT) computes 
Lacunarity.(Equation.2)Equation.2  

 
The homogenous fractal objects have low value of Lacunarity while heterogeneous fractal 

objects have high Lacunarity value. The high LA values indicate distorted drainage patterns while 
low LA values indicates low tectonic activity. LA values higher than 2.5 indicates sever deformation. 
Succolarity fractal 

The Succolarity method is used to calculate percolation capability of binary images. The 
image which is analyzed provides direction of more images. 

 
The SA value ranging from 0 to  1 is catgorized as < less than 0.5 is low, 0.5 to 0.75 is 

medium and greater than 0.75 is high SA value. High Succolarity value represents  distant drainage 
and indicates tectonic activity [13, 14, 15]. It also displays regions of active deformation due to 
impenetrable masses and empty gaps. Figure 4. Indicates flooded scenarios through blue boxes. 
Results and discussions  

Geometric change in local as well as regional faults affects the tectonically active drainage 
systems. The entire drainage network of northern regions of Pakistan is under the influence of 
neotectonics activity. The drainage network analysis method can monitor active tectonic signals 
which cause erosion and surface deformation. The drainage network is spatially distributed in four 
classes which include branched, parallel, cut off and rectangular drainage systems. The geometric 
transition  s in different phases of spatial drainage system occur due to tectonic activity, geological 
factors, climatic changes and spatio temporal method. The tectonic activity dominates in highly 
steep regions resulting in parallel drainage patterns. The relative uplift of topography of a region 
results in linear drainage patterns due to tectonics uplift. Different fractal methods such as LA, SA 
and FD determine the undisturbed  fractal patterns. Figure 5, 6 and 7 shows different values of 
FD, LA and SA respectively. The low value of FD indicates erosion processes and relative tectonic 
uplift. The value of FD up to 1 Matlab algorithm and Arc GIS applications generated the map for 
the distribution of FD by Box Counting Method. FD map is characterized by low to very low 
fractal value indicating high surface deformation and active tectonics. The high fractal values 
indicate low surface deformation due to active tectonics. North East (NE) zones of Skardu and 
Ghanche show high fractal values and nonlinear drainage patterns. 
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Figure 3. Calculation of Fractal Dimension (FD) by using Box counting method. 

 
Figure 4. Pictures taken after performing the SA. Blue boxes represent the flooded scenario; 

(a)(T2B); (b) (B2T); (c) (L2R); (d) (R2L). 
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Figure 5: FD distribution map. Low FD values (Black) correspond to severely deformed zones 

shaded in black. 

 
Figure 6: Distribution of map for LA values Low LA values are in black, red are medium and yell 

 Figure 8 indicates the topographic surface roughness of different structures using map of 
area under study. Presence of snow and glaciers in the western side of Hunza indicates high fractal 
value. Varying patterns of drainage networks result in varying FD values. Though the gaps between 
drainage pattern are distributed varyingly but spatial drainage network exhibit homogenous fractal 
values. The LA method monitors highly steep regions which reseverly deformed by relative up lift. 
The regions deviating from the transition all behavior of pattern sexhibited by drainage networks 
indicate high values of LA. 

The region sexhibiting high fractal values correspond to high to medium values of LA. The 
GB regions have faced severed formation due to collision of India Eurasia and current earthquake 
events. The surfaced formation of streams and rivers due to neotectonics indicates the presence of 
thrusts and faults. Succolarity develops in the regions having similar fractal values of drainage 
network. The values of SA categorize different GB zones on the bases of structural orientation.  
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Surface topographic map portrays strong river incision in upper Skardu Deosai, upper 
Hunza, Plateau, Ghanche and Diamir-Gilgit-Astore indicating active tectonics and relative up lift 
along Raikot Sassi fault. The collision of Eurasian and Indian plates causes thickening of earth’s 
crust causing relative uplift and development of mountain chain. This process indicates incision 
and consequential neotectonics activity. 
Conclusion 

The fractal tools accurately report the spatial drainage network and topographic evolution 
in northern regions of Pakistan. Tehigh LA and SA value and lower value of indicates high surfaced 
formation and neotectonics activity in spatially distributed drainage networks. The fractal tools 
analyze the relative surfaced formation accurately. The drainage network of Gilgit Baltistan displays 
parallel, disconnected and linear patterns of spatially is tributed drainage networks in 
correspondence to active tectonics. The fractal tools indicated that Gilgit Baltistan is under impact 
of neotectonics activity and deformings everely. Increased Figure 5: FD distribution map. Low FD 

values (Black) correspond to severely deformed zones shade din black.incision in Hunza valleys, 
Ghizer, Ghanche and upper Skardu causes sudden variations in Gilgit Baltistan region. 
Exceptionally, Deosai Plateau contains less incised regions. The increased incision represents high 
value of surface roughness and relative uplift. Surface roughness significantly appears in Hunza 
fault, MKT, RSF and along Karakoum fault. Computation of surface roughness through DEM 
provides efficient map to indicate neotectonics activity. 
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